
Boys Uniform and Dress Code (K-8) 

 
Both Genders Dress Code Fit and Condition: Clothing should not be excessively tight, or body hugging. 

Conversely, pants should not be so loose that they are at risk of falling down. Clothing should be of 

generally good condition—without holes or stains. Items like pants may be patched from the inside if 

necessary. If pants have belt loops, then a belt must be worn. Belt loops may not be removed and leave 

holes or be unsightly.  

Tattoos and Piercings: Students are not allowed to have visible temporary or permanent tattoos. Aside 

from one piercing in each earlobe for earrings, piercings are prohibited.  

Shoes: The intent is for students to wear dress-type shoes. Dress shoes reflect the formal nature of the 

classroom environment. Athletic shoes as an alternative to dress shoes are discouraged, but if worn 

must be of a uniform black or brown color (no contrasting components), of leather or leather- like 

material and lack contrasting stitching, decorative adornments (e.g., stripes or Nike “Swoosh”) or a 

plastic sheen; such shoes should be very plain and logo-free. Shoes should be closed toe. Hiking boots, 

work shoes, “combat boots” and any type of shoe that extends above the ankle are prohibited.  

Polo Shirts: Polo shirts, whether long- or short-sleeved, shall have only two or three buttons at the neck 

closure. The intent is to prohibit shirts with openings that extend down the chest such that modesty is at 

risk. 

 Pants/Skirts/Skorts/Shorts: These garments should be of a knit, not corduroy or denim, material. There 

should be no exposed seams (such as one finds on jeans) and pockets should be internal, not sewn on. 

Cargo pants are prohibited. 

Gentleman’s Pants: Tan/khaki or navy blue dress slacks that reach to the shoe but are not dragging on the 

ground. Pants and shorts need to be logo free. No patch pockets, extra zippers or seams. No oversized, super-

baggy pants will be permitted. Dress slacks (with belt) are to be worn at the waist. During hot weather months 

(beginning of school – October15th and March 15th – end of school) tan/khaki or navy blue walking shorts 

with belt may be worn. Shorts should go to just above the knee but not below, and should not be tight fitting or 

excessively baggy. The leather (or faux leather, but not cloth) belt will be black or brown, free of grommets, 

logos, words or other adornments and should match shoes. The buckle should be worn centered on the body 

and be plain—no rodeo-style or other uniquely shaped (hearts, smiley faces, etc.) buckles are permitted. 

Gentlemen’s Shirts: Solid white, red or navy blue collared, knit polo shirts (two-or three-button, no logos, 

except the CA logo). Shirts must always be tucked in. Red, white or navy blue tee shirts may be worn under 

polos; red, white or navy blue turtlenecks may be worn under long sleeved polo shirts only. 



Gentlemen’s Footwear: Shoes must be worn at all times. Shoes should be either black or brown leather or 

leather-like material when worn with the uniform (pants or shorts). Tennis, sneakers, or jogging shoes will 

need to be worn to gym class.  Black and brown shoes need to be conservative in style, with a neat and clean 

appearance. The shoe may not extend higher than the ankle at the heel. Socks will be solid black, brown, tan, 

white, red or navy, logo-free, with either shoes or athletic shoes. A small (less than ¼”), inconspicuous colored 

band is permitted at the top of the sock. 

Gentlemen’s Hair: Hair should be neatly combed and styled. Hair should not be arranged or colored so to 

draw undue attention to the student. Hair must be natural looking and conservative in its color. Radical 

changes in hair color during the school year are unacceptable. The hair may be as short as needed, but no 

shaved heads. No Mohawk, rat’s tails, or braids are allowed. No hairnets or bandannas. Gentlemen should be 

clean-shaven. Students will be allowed to have modest sideburns not to extend below the bottom of the 

earlobe. 

Gentlemen’s Jewelry: The intent of this jewelry policy is to minimize distractions and reduce the risk of 

injuries should students come in contact in PE or other activities. Students may wear one pair of small (no 

larger than a nickel); small gems are permitted. Ear “plugs” or “spools” are prohibited.  Necklaces should be 

metal-tone and fine linked or leather; any pendant must be concealed under the shirt. One watch with a band 

that is rubber (-like), metal toned or leather, uniform colored, and not distracting (e.g., Mickey Mouse watch 

face) are permissible. One small bracelet, leather or metal –tone, is authorized. Plastic, gel or rubber bracelets 

or “scrunchy” hairbands worn as bracelets are specifically prohibited. One metal-toned ring per hand is 

permissible as long as there are no sharp protruding or dangling adornments. Anklets are not allowed. 

Gentlemen’s Headwear: Hats and sunglasses will not be permitted indoors and must be stored. 

Gentlemen’s Outerwear: Jackets, sweatshirts and sweaters may be worn to school for warmth. Sweatshirts 

and jackets worn to and from school must be stored during classes and between classes, other than during the 

lunch period. Sweaters worn in class will be in uniform red, white or navy in cardigan, pullover or vest style. 

Sweaters will be free of hoods. Sweaters should be of “knit” material – no fleece material. 

 

Girls Uniform and Dress Code (K-8) : 
Both Genders Dress Code Fit and Condition: Clothing should not be excessively tight, or body hugging. 

Conversely, pants should not be so loose that they are at risk of falling down. Clothing should be of 

generally good condition—without holes or stains. Items like pants may be patched from the inside if 

necessary. If pants have belt loops, then a belt must be worn. Belt loops may not be removed and leave 

holes or be unsightly.  



Tattoos and Piercings: Students are not allowed to have visible temporary or permanent tattoos. Aside 

from one piercing in each earlobe for earrings, piercings are prohibited.  

Shoes: The intent is for students to wear dress-type shoes. Dress shoes reflect the formal nature of the 

classroom environment. Athletic shoes as an alternative to dress shoes are discouraged, but if worn 

must be of a uniform black or brown color (no contrasting components), of leather or leather- like 

material and lack contrasting stitching, decorative adornments (e.g., stripes or Nike “Swoosh”) or a 

plastic sheen; such shoes should be very plain and logo-free. Shoes should be closed toe. Hiking boots, 

work shoes, “combat boots” and any type of shoe that extends above the ankle are prohibited.  

Polo Shirts: Polo shirts, whether long- or short-sleeved, shall have only two or three buttons at the neck 

closure. The intent is to prohibit shirts with openings that extend down the chest such that modesty is at 

risk. 

 Pants/Skirts/Skorts/Shorts: These garments should be of a knit, not corduroy or denim, material. There 

should be no exposed seams (such as one finds on jeans) and pockets should be internal, not sewn on. 

Cargo pants are prohibited. 

Ladies’ Pants: Tan/khaki or navy blue dress slacks with or without belt loops. Slacks should reach to the shoe 

but do not drag on the ground. Slacks need to be logo free. No patch pockets, extra zippers or seams. No 

oversized, super-baggy, hip hugger or excessively tight pants will be permitted. Dress slacks are to be worn at 

the waist. If pants or shorts have belt loops, a black or brown leather (or faux leather, but not cloth) belt free of 

grommets, logos, words or other adornments will be worn and match shoe color. The buckle should be worn 

centered on the body and be plain—no rodeo-style or other uniquely shaped (hearts, smiley faces, etc.) buckles 

are permitted. 

Ladies’ Shorts: Tan/khaki or navy blue knee length walking shorts with belts (described above) may be worn 

during hot weather months (beginning of school – October 15th and March 15th – end of school). Shorts 

should go to just above the knee but not below, and should not be tight fitting or excessively baggy. Shorts are 

to be worn at the waist. 

Ladies’ Skorts/Jumpers/skirts: Tan/khaki or navy blue. Hem should reach to just above the knee (skirt hem 

should be within two inches of the ground when properly adjusted at the waist and kneeling on a level 

surface). Skorts and skirts are to be worn at the waist. To preserve modesty, jumpers or skirts must be worn 

with close fitting (e.g., bicycling or athletic), color matching shorts underneath. . If belt-loops are present, belts 

(as described above) will be worn. 

Ladies’ Shirts: Solid white, red or navy blue collared, knit polo shirts (two-or three-button, long or short 

sleeved, no logos, except the CA logo). Shirts must always be tucked in. Red, white or navy blue tee shirts 

may be worn under polos; red, white or navy blue turtlenecks may be worn under long sleeved polo shirts 



only. Camisoles or other similar garments may not be substituted for tee shirts. Shirts should be buttoned such 

as to preserve modesty, specifically no more than the top two buttons unbuttoned. 

Ladies’ Footwear: Shoes must be worn at all times. Shoes should be either black or brown leather or leather-

like material when worn with the uniform and be low-heeled(less than one inch), low-soled or flat. Black and 

brown shoes need to have a neat and clean appearance in a conservative style.  The shoe may not extend higher 

than the ankle at the heel. Open-toes or open-heeled shoes or sandals are unacceptable.  Sneakers, tennis, or 

jogging shoes will be worn during gym. Girls should wear full-length pantyhose, navy blue, red or white 

tights, or solid black, brown, tan, red, white, or navy colored socks, logo-free. A small (less than ¼”), 

inconspicuous colored band is permitted at the top of the sock. 

Ladies’ Jewelry: The intent of this jewelry policy is to minimize distractions and reduce the risk of injuries 

should students come in contact in PE or other activities. Students may wear one pair of small (no larger than a 

nickel); small gems are permitted. Ear “plugs” or “spools” are prohibited.  Necklaces should be metal-tone and 

fine linked or leather; any pendant must be concealed under the shirt. One watch with a band that is rubber (-

like), metal toned or leather, uniform colored, and not distracting (e.g., Mickey Mouse watch face) are 

permissible. One small bracelet, leather or metal –tone, is authorized. Plastic, gel or rubber bracelets or 

“scrunchy” hairbands worn as bracelets are specifically prohibited. One metal-toned ring per hand is 

permissible as long as there are no sharp protruding or dangling adornments. Anklets are not allowed. 

Ladies’ Makeup: Makeup is permitted beginning in the 8th grade, and should be applied tastefully and 

moderately. Heavily lined eyes or gaudy lipstick, glitter or white-powdered faces will not be 

permitted. Fingernails should not be excessively long or painted garishly. Pink and clear (including “French 

style”) are the only authorized colors and every nail should be the same color. Patterned nail polish is not 

permitted. Artificial fingernails should be finger tip length and follow the color guidelines above. 

Ladies’ Hair: Should be neatly combed or styled. No shaved heads. Hair accessories must be red, white, navy, 

black or brown. Neat barrettes, headbands and “scrunchies” are permissible. Hair should not be arranged or 

colored so as to draw undue attention to the student. Hair must be natural looking and conservative in its 

color. Radical changes in hair color during the school year are unacceptable. 

Ladies’ Headwear: Hats, bandannas, and sunglasses will not be permitted indoors and must be stored. 

Ladies’ Outerwear: Jackets, sweatshirts and sweaters may be worn to school for warmth. Sweatshirts and 

jackets worn to and from school must be stored during classes and between classes, other than during the lunch 

period. Sweaters worn in class will be in uniform red, white or navy in cardigan, pullover or vest style. 

Sweaters will be free of hoods. Sweaters should be of “knit” material – no fleece material. 

 

 


